resultant SOA-based SoS untrustworthy.
Introduction
Many researchers proposed to enhance the trustworthiness of the Web Services via formal Large systems-of-systems (SoSes) are typically made up ofra federation of existing systems and developing systems specification and verification of their business processes [3, Of a federation Of existing systems and developing systems 4 4 6,uiglgtwih omlmtoscnitn interacting with each other over a network to provide an 4, 1-4 16],ouing lighteils enhanced capability greater than that of any of the individual systems within the system-of-systems. Service-Step 1. Specify the business process in some semi-formal oriented architecture (SOA) and the supporting Web languages (e.g. the Business Processing Execution Services (WS) technology hold promise to create SoSes Language (BPEL)); that are interoperable, composable, extensible, and Step 2. Translate the specifications into formal models (e.g. dynamically reconfigurable.
linear temporal logic, state machines, Petri nets, process algebras); A SOA, in the most generic sense, is an architecture that supports the discovery of, binding to, and execution of p3.pecif the desirabefunctionalandrnon al some~~~~reouc (srie orcmoiino reors properties of the business process as formal assertions; some resource (service) or composition Of resources (services) on a network. Services are applications designed Step 4. Verify the formal business process models against to be reusable, loosely coupled, composable, autonomous, the properties using theorem proofing, model checking, or stateless, discoverable, defined by a formal contract, and to specification-based testing. The Travel Agent task will remain in its Init state until it snippets (written in Java or C++, depending on the receives the event request(Req r), then it will transition to code generator chosen) to be performed, such as the Bidding state. The Bidding state consists of three aBidCount++ or rightFlight(Flight h). For example, concurrent threads, in the style of the UML statechart the Customer will remain in its implicit initial state threads [6] . The Travel Agent task will remain in the until the event request(Req r) is observed leaving the Waiting state until it has received at least two airline bids Customer. The Customer then enters the Monitoring and two hotel bids. It will then transition to the Complete state. The Customer will remain in Watching state until state where the MSC Assertion is ready to observe the event either the event response(Flightf Hotel h) is observed response(Flight f Hotel h) from the Travel Agent task to arriving at the Done state, or the timeout event is the Customer task. Clearly, the Travel Agent task must detected. properties of this generated class.
Since we are not interested in the detailed temporal 5. Parameterized events. An MSC Assertion event can behavior of the Airline tasks and Hotel Network tasks in the contain objects as actual parameters. In Figure 1 , the requirement RI, we treat these tasks as black boxes. The transition annotated with the message bidElight(Flight MSC Assertion only wants to observe the fact that each of J), from Airline #1 to the Travel Agent, is sent with these tasks returns a bid to the Travel Agent task only after some Flight object as an argument. Condition guards they have received a request for bid from the Travel Agent range over local properties and event arguments (e.g., task as follows. Each of these four tasks remains in its Init rightelighto pr ).
state until it receives the request for bid message from the rightFMSCigh ert(J)) is assertion. It the Travel Agent task. It then enters its implicit working state.
6. An MSC Assertion is an assertion. It uses the same It will transition from its working state to its implicit approach described in [6] receive the responseO message before the timeout event, bDoneOK will remain false and the timeout event will cause the Customer task to enter the Error final state; In [8], we propose the following iterative process for bSuccess will be set to false indicating the violation of the assertion development (Figure 2 
